Stroboscopic scanning white light interferometer (SSWLI) can be used for nondestructive evaluation of static and dynamic MEMS/NEMS devices. For measurements of static samples the SSWLI can be calibrated using classical transfer standards such as line scales, and step height standards. However, traceable dynamic calibration of SSWLI requires a transfer standard with precise traceable movement.
Stroboscopic scanning white light interferometer (SSWLI) can be used for nondestructive evaluation of static and dynamic MEMS/NEMS devices. For measurements of static samples the SSWLI can be calibrated using classical transfer standards such as line scales, and step height standards. However, traceable dynamic calibration of SSWLI requires a transfer standard with precise traceable movement.
A dynamic transfer standard based on a piezo-scanned flexure guided stage with capacitive feedback was built. The trajectory of the transfer standard (TS) was traceably characterized for different actuation amplitudes and frequencies using a symmetric differential heterodyne laser interferometer (SDHLI). Then measurements of the TS were performed with SSWLI: 1. quasidynamic measurements across the 100 µm vertical range and 2. dynamic measurements of vertical sinusoidal trajectory with amplitudes from 100 nm to 2 µm and frequencies from 50 Hz to 200 Hz. The results of the SSWLI were then compared to the results of the SDHLI.
For 1 µm 100 Hz sinusoidal movement the amplitude measured with SSWLI deviated by 5 ± 7 nm from the SDHLI (Fig. 1) . The standard error of the mean of the 75 SSWLI height measurements in the dataset was 11 nm. The standard uncertainty of the TS in 100 Hz, 1 µm dynamic measurement was 1.7 nm. This calibration allows performing traceable dynamic SSWLI measurements. 
